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 Easy ToolChange in a few mouse clicks all components of any library or tool such as DIP or SMD jumpers or SSOP switches,
push buttons, keyboards or PIC MCU programming headers to any desired PCB footprint. Support for user-defined PCB

footprints (UDP). Charts from a library, can be copied to the clipboard. Please review the user's manual and any applicable
technical reference manuals for proper use of this software. In particular, at the beginning of the project, one should consider

whether use of the software might have detrimental effects on the project and/or the team. Toolkit and source code The toolkit
consists of: LochMaster IDE, a graphical user interface to edit and debug strip board library designs and build the required
schematic and PCB files. LochMaster Library, a library of project files for different PCB footprints. LochMaster Source, a

library of source files for different PCB footprints. The source code for the toolkit can be downloaded from this page.
LochMaster 3.0 vs. LochMaster 4.0 The LochMaster library and source code were originally developed by the LochLib project.

In 2009, LochLib released a first version of LochMaster. It was based on the GEDEM 2.2 assembly language. Since then,
LochLib has integrated improvements and a bug-fix into LochMaster 3.0. LochMaster 4.0 was developed by @hkstaff from

Tasmota. Since the new version is based on the ATmega328p assembly language, the LochLib core library of LochMaster is no
longer fully compatible. However, most of the tools of LochLib are still functional and are used by LochMaster 4.0. Tools in the

toolkit LochMaster 3.0 Tool Description LochMaster IDE LochMaster IDE is a graphical user interface for library designers
and PCB designers. It allows for the following actions: Define a library in the LochLib format. Define a PCB footprint. Display,

edit or debug the library or PCB design. Generate either a schematic or a PCB file. LochMaster IDE is based on the Flapjack
IDE. With the LochLib plug-in you can edit, debug and build the library or PCB design. Source files are located in the
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